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New Jersey Institute of Technology 
 
The Past is the Future 










Office: Room #323 Cullimore Hall 
Office Hours: online by appointment 
on Canvas 
 
Brief Course Description: 
 
This course invites students to think critically about history, the present, and the future 
by juxtaposing historical queries to contemporary debates through the lenses of sci-fi 
movies. To contextualize, we will focus on six iconic dystopian and/or apocalyptic sci-fi 
movies in which the vision of a sinister future is inspired by (or mirrors) controversial 
historical precedent. We will approach each movie through a consideration of some 
relevant sources (theoretical, empirical, and fictional) that touch on both past and 
present anxieties. The selected movies revolve around different historical periods and 
reflect diverse cinematic and/or cultural references. Their comparative examination is 
implicit in the structure of the course, which revolves around not so much the specifics 










2) Engage with interdisciplinary queries in the fields of global history, 
environmental humanities, political theory, and existentialism.  
3) Juxtapose historical issues to fictional narrative worlds.  
4) Identify which aspects of visual representation best serve the production of 
subjective narrative. 
5) Exercise analytical thought, orally and in writing. 
Course Requirements (further details will be explained in our first meeting): 
 Synchronous attendance and informed participation: 
 
Regular attendance, punctuality, and active participation | Successful 
participation includes reader responses to assigned readings/ online 
posts. 
 
 Weekly Assignments:  
 
Before every movie screening, you will have to complete a relevant quiz 
based on the assigned readings.  
 
 Before every discussion session, you will be divided into two groups. You 
will all serve as discussion leaders at least once. You will all have to 
prepare the assigned readings before the discussion and post at least 
one relevant question on Canvas before each discussion session.  During 
our online meetings, each group will have to contextualize the assigned 
readings under my guidance and by reference to the relevant secondary 
literature. After working on the sources, each group will give a short 
presentation led by the discussion leaders. 
 
 Final Paper (10-15 pages):  
 
The final papers can touch on any of the weekly topics and should 
engage with at least one of the movies discussed in class. Minimum of 5 
peer-reviewed publications/ 2 primary sources (double spaced/ Chicago 
style for review articles). The paper should be analytical rather than 
descriptive or argumentative. We will work together on content and 
methodology. 
 






In preparation of writing your final paper, we will work together on 
creating your annotated bibliography. An annotated bibliography is a list 
of the secondary and primary sources you will use that incudes also brief 
descriptions and evaluations of each source. Selecting the right sources is 




Weekly Assignments (30%) 
Final paper (30%) 
Attendance/Participation (30%) 
Annotated Bibliography (10%) 
 
90-100%: Excellent Work (A) 
85-89%: Very Good (B+) 
80-84%: Good (B) 
75-79%: Satisfactory Plus (C+) 
70-74%: Satisfactory (C) 
60-69%: Marginal (D) Bellow 60%: Failure (F) 
 
Academic Integrity: 
“Academic Integrity is the cornerstone of higher education and is central to the ideals 
of this course and the university. Cheating is strictly prohibited and devalues the 
degree that you are working on. As a member of the NJIT community, it is your 
responsibility to protect your educational investment by knowing and following the 
academic code of integrity policy that is found at:  
http://www5.njit.edu/policies/sites/policies/files/academic-integrity-code.pdf.    
Please note that it is my professional obligation and responsibility to report any 
academic misconduct to the Dean of Students Office. Any student found in violation of 
the code by cheating, plagiarizing or using any online software inappropriately will 
result in disciplinary action. This may include a failing grade of F, and/or suspension or 
dismissal from the university. If you have any questions about the code of Academic 










Week One  
 
v Introduction:  
History on Film/Film on History, the debate. 
 
v Suggested Readings: 
- Rosenstone, Robert A. History on Film/Film on History. 2 edition. London & 
New York: Routledge, 2012, 1-17. 
 
- Engelen, L. “Back to the Future, Ahead to the Past. Film and History: A Status 
Quaestionis.” Rethinking History 11, no. 4 (01 2007): 555–63.  
 
 
Week Two | The Dust Bowl in Outer Space: Screening 
 
v Synchronous Online Film Screening 
Interstellar (2014, directed by Christopher Nolan) 
 
v Required Reading 
Ferguson, Christopher J. “Interstellar Dreams Big.” PsycCritiques 60, no. 4 
(January 26, 2015). 
 
Week Three | The Dust Bowl in Outer Space: Discussion  
 
v Required Reading 
Holleman, Hannah. “De-Naturalizing Ecological Disaster: Colonialism, Racism 
and the Global Dust Bowl of the 1930s.” The Journal of Peasant Studies 44, no. 
1 (January 2, 2017): 234–260. 
 
v Primary Source 








Week Four | From the Nuclear Age to Global Heating: Screening 
 
v Synchronous Online Film Screening 
The Day the Earth Caught Fire (1961, directed by Val Guest). 
 
v Required Reading 




Week Five | From the Nuclear Age to Global Heating: Discussion 
 
v Required Reading 
Gordin, Michael D., and Ikenberry, G. John, eds. The Age of Hiroshima. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2020.  
 
v Primary Source 










Week Six | The Medieval Future: Screening 
 
v Synchronous Online Film Screening 
Princess Mononoke (1997, directed by Hayao Miyazaki) 
 
v Required Reading 
Louro, Ivo, and Ana Matilde Sousa. “Troubled Gardens: Nature–technoculture 
Binary and the Search for a Safe Operating Space in Hayao Miyazaki’s 
Mononoke Hime.” In Gardens and Human Agency in the Anthropocene, 1:216–
234. 1st ed. Routledge, 2019. 
 
 
Week Seven | The Medieval Future: Discussion 
 
v Required Reading 
Cho, Yu-Fang. “Remembering Lucky Dragon, Re-Membering Bikini: Worlding 
the Anthropocene through Transpacific Nuclear Modernity.” Cultural Studies 33, 
no. 1 (January 2, 2019): 122–146. 
 
v Primary Source 







Week Eight | How to Write and Analysis Paper 
 






Week Nine | Apocalypse in the Post-Soviet World: Screening  
 
v Synchronous Online Film Screening 
Stalker (1979, directed by Andrei Tarkovsky) 
 
v Required Reading 
Pourtova, Elena. “Andrei Tarkovsky: Stalker of the Unconscious.” Journal of 
Analytical Psychology 62, no. 5 (November 2017): 778–786. 
 
 
Week Ten | Apocalypse in the Post-Soviet World: Discussion 
 
v Required Reading 
Kociunas, Rimantas. “Existential Therapy in Lithuania: Its Post-Soviet Context 
and Present.” Existential analysis 28, no. 2 (July 1, 2017): 315–323. 
 
v Primary Source 
Kultuurikatel 
See, Valk, Veronika. “Architecture as Initiative (A Manifesto).” Architectural 






Week Eleven | Death, History and the Future 
 
v Synchronous Online Film Screening 










Week Twelve | Conclusion 
 
Weeks Thirteen and Fourteen | On-line presentations  
 
 
